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on more than 300 climbing and high routes in the Cascades. This volume
covers the middle of the Cascade Range, from the foothills east of Puget
Sound to Lake Chelan. You'll find geographical, historical, and geological
overviews of the majestic mid-Cascade region, plus important tips on
safety and backcountry usage. Legendary author/climber Fred Beckey
includes technical and grade information for each route to make clear
exactly what type of climb you are embarking upon.
Island Alpine Select Philip Stone 2014-08-18 Island Alpine Select
describes in detail the alpine scrambles, rock and ice climbing routes on
70 of Vancouver Island’s finest mountain peaks. With rich, high
resolution photographs, topographical maps, detailed access & route
descriptions along with select images from some of the Island’s classic
climbs, Island Alpine Select digital edition is an indispensable resource
for Island alpinists.
Fodor's New Zealand Fodor's Travel Guides 2014-07-29 Fodor's
correspondents highlight the best of New Zealand, including Auckland,
Fiordland National Park, Marlborough wineries, the Southern Alps, and
the Bay of Islands. Our local experts vet every recommendation to ensure
you make the most of your time, whether it’s your first trip or your fifth.
MUST-SEE ATTRACTIONS from Queenstown to Wellington PERFECT
HOTELS for every budget BEST RESTAURANTS to satisfy a range of
tastes GORGEOUS FEATURES on Middle-Earth and Māori art

Climbing Washington's Mountains Jeff Smoot 2021-10-01 This select
guide includes detailed, easy to follow directions to climbing 100 of
Washington’s most visible, historically significant, and interesting
mountains with summits over 5,000 feet. From introductory level off-trail
summit hikes and scrambles to multi-pitch alpine rock and high volcano
climbs, this guide is suitable for beginning scramblers and alpine rock
climbers as well as more experienced climbers. Blending all types of
climbing at all levels of difficulty, you'll find routes to popular scrambling
peaks such as Mount Si, classic alpine rock peaks such as Prusik Peak,
and to big volcanoes including Mount Rainier. Fully revised and updated,
this book has been praised by scramblers, alpine rock climbers, volcano
climbers, and trip leaders alike as being an accurate, user-friendly guide
with superb, easy-to-follow route descriptions and drawings, to the
summits of the mountains that people actually want to climb.
The Canadian Magazine 1925
Cascade Alpine Guide, Vol. 2; Stevens Pass to Rainy Pass Fred
Beckey 2003-06-09 * Cascades climbing routes -- the guidebooks relied
on for more than 25 years * Northwest climbing legend Fred Beckey has
summited and explored hundreds of Cascade peaks * Hand-drawn maps
and photos with route overlays, as well as approach information Volume
II in the classic Cascade Alpine Guide series features expert information
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VALUABLE TIPS on when to go and ways to save INSIDER
PERSPECTIVE from local experts COLOR PHOTOS AND MAPS to inspire
and guide your trip
Cascade Alpine Guide Fred Beckey 2000 Volume II in the classic
"Cascade Alpine Guide" seriesfeatures expert information on more than
300 climbing andhigh routes in the Cascades. This volume covers
themiddle of the Cascade Range, from the foothills east ofPuget Sound to
Lake Chelan. You'll find geographical,historical, and geological
overviews of the majestic mid-Cascade ......
Your Guide to the National Parks Michael Joseph Oswald 2022-05-03
Winner of the National Outdoor Book Award. National Parks are some of
the most beautiful and popular destinations in the United States. They’re
also vast expanses of largely undeveloped wilderness. To make the most
of your next national park adventure, you’ll want a good guide. This fullcolor travel guidebook is the ultimate tool to simplify your travel
planning. Detailed maps highlighting popular attractions and trailheads
help visualize your itinerary. Lodging, camping, and hiking tables make
choosing where to stay and what trails to hike easy. Hiking is explored in
depth, but you’ll find details, including outfitter essentials, on all the
most popular activities. Whether you’re looking to raft the Grand
Canyon, see Old Faithful erupt, climb Mount Rainier, or simply select the
perfect place to lay back and stare at the stars, you’ll find those details
too. Tips and recommendations from the author help you decide when to
visit and how to avoid crowds. Hundreds of lists put the best of America’s
Best Idea at your fingertips. A dozen suggested road trips, including
hundreds of noteworthy stops beyond the parks, provide the building
blocks for a trip of a lifetime. The completely updated third edition
features more than 150 large maps and 100 easy-to-read tables. 550 new
photos showcase our most scenic treasures before you set foot in them.
When you do, you’ll want to maximize time on your next national park
adventure by planning it with the help of a good guide. Let this book be
Your Guide to the National Parks.
The Athenaeum Subject Index to Periodicals 1916
Bullinger's Postal and Shipping Guide for the United States &
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Canada 1881
Cascade Alpine Guide: Columbia River to Stevens Pass Fred Beckey 1987
The long-awaited revision of Fred Beckey's comprehensive and
indispensable climbing guide is here at last. The first volume in the
classic Cascade Alpine Guide series, Columbia River to Stevens Pass
features expert information on more than 300 climbing and high routes,
including Mount Rainier. Here you'll find geographical, historical, and
geological overviews of the majestic North Cascades region, plus
important tips on safety and backcountry usage and enough technical
and grade information to make clear exactly what type of route you are
embarking upon. The new, third edition is thoroughly revised and
updated with new maps and photos, plus all the most recent resource
materials. Without a doubt, this exhaustive resource should be a staple in
every serious mountaineer's collection.
Glacier Mountaineering Andy Tyson 2009-06-02 Glacier
Mountaineering provides the knowledge and skills needed to safely and
self-sufficiently navigate over glacier terrain. Hundreds of hilarious and
helpful illustrations by Mike Clelland complement the clear and concise
text by Andy Tyson. Providing critical instruction for anyone planning to
travel over glacier country—from the Cascades to the Rockies to
Denali—this book will guide and entertain readers through glacier
anatomy, equipment, route finding, and rescue techniques.
Guardians of the Wild Robert J. Burns 2000 A Canadian historian and a
39-year veteran of the Warden Service collaborate on this history of the
Warden Service from its formative years to the present. Covers evolving
National Park philosophies and how the expanding park system,
changing societal expectations, and technological change brought
change to the role of the park warden. Annotation copyrighted by Book
News Inc., Portland, OR.
Best Climbs Cascade Volcanoes Jeff Smoot 2012-06-19 The Cascade
volcanoes dominate the landscape in the Pacific Northwest. Best Climbs
Cascade Volcanoes showcases the best routes on eighteen of these
incredible mountains, from gentle glacier routes suitable for novice
climbers to steep, classic mountain faces that will challenge the seasoned
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expert. Includes: ¦ Mount Rainier ¦ Mount St. Helens ¦ Mount Baker ¦
Mount Hood ¦ Mount Bachelor ¦ Mount Adams ¦ Mount Shasta ¦ and many
more . . .
Searching for Mary Schäffer Colleen Skidmore 2017-10-13 Mary
Schäffer was a photographer, writer, botanical painter, and mapmaker
from Philadelphia, well known for her travels in the Canadian Rockies
and Jasper at the turn of the twentieth century. In Searching for Mary
Schäffer, Colleen Skidmore takes up Schäffer’s own resonant
themes—women and wilderness, travel and science—to ask new
questions, tell new stories, and reassess the persona of Mary Schäffer
imagined in more recent times. Public and private archival collections in
the United States and Canada set the stage for this engrossing
exploration of Schäffer’s creative, collaborative, and competitive
enterprise amid the cultural complexities of Philadelphia’s science and
photography communities, and the scientific, tourist, and Indigenous
societies of the Rocky Mountains of Canada. “In this impressive book,
Colleen Skidmore uses her considerable skills as a social historian of
photography to shed new light on the remarkable life of Mary Schäffer.
She knows the stories, the characters, and presents a social history that
is fresh and convincing. Skidmore’s conclusion is brilliant and will
certainly serve as a catalyst for further research and study of Mary
Schäffer.” Donna Livingstone, President and CEO, Glenbow Museum
Best Climbs Los Angeles Damon Corso 2020-12-01 Best Climbs Los
Angeles narrows down the thousands of climbing routes across the 4,500
square miles of Los Angeles County to the absolute best 300 routes.
These are the routes that display the hidden beauty and deep rooted
climbing history of Los Angeles. From clipping bolts with humpback
whales and dolphins on the edge of the Pacific Ocean, to bouldering at
6,100 feet on pristine alpine granite, or following in the footsteps of Yvon
Chouinard, John Bachar, John Long, Royal Robbins, and Michael
Reardon, some of the most iconic rock climbing heroes of our generation,
Los Angeles truly has it all. Each section comes with its own unique
history, description, climbing style, and a list of gear needed. Also
included are detailed driving directions, maps and trailhead information
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along with the best time of day and year to climb. This guide covers
routes from beginner to advanced in order to give climbers of every
background a chance to sample the best that L.A. has to offer. Featuring
full-color images of all the cliffs and boulders with easy to follow
descriptions and grades for each route.
Cascade Alpine Guide: Stevens Pass to Rainy Pass Fred Beckey 1987
Comprehensive climbing approach, route guides to Washington's
Cascades.
Who's who in New Zealand and the Western Pacific, 1925 1924
The Alpine Journal 1909
A Guide to Mountaineering in the Rockies - A Collection of
Historical Climbing Guides to the Rocky Mountains Various
2011-05-01
Yukon Pacific Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Project 1995
THE ALPINE SKI TOURING BOOK Jean Vives 2021-12-09 Correct
technique is a force multiplier. You can’t muscle your way through the
backcountry. This book packed with clear, usable techniques borrowed
from ski guides, mountaineers, and ski patrollers that will make you an
effective, knowledgeable wilderness skier. Chp 1 Clothing will bring you
up to date on the most recent advances in cold weather clothing, while
Chp 2 Gear, does the same for AT ski touring equipment, including skis,
poles, boots, and bindings. Chp 3 Ascent, talks about Uphill Skiing and
climbing strategy. It’s the first ski book to emphasize Sport Breathing to
maximize climbing efforts. Chp 4 Descent goes into skiing techniques
that the resort skier already knows that can be used in the backcountry.
Chp 5 Terrain looks at mountain terrain hazards specific to wilderness
travel on skis including an introduction to glacier skiing and crevasse
rescue. Chp 6 Weather covers travel precautions and the Seven Storm
Stages. Chp 7 covers Cell Phone GPS using GAIA and Topo+ navigation
Apps. Chp. 8 goes deep into avalanche safety with Safe Travel
Techniques and the Decision Making process. Avalanche Rescue includes
Avy Beacon use and Strategic Shoveling, Chp 9 Expedition covers winter
camping, sled use, trip planning, Covid-19, hut trips and foreign travel.
Chp 10 Survival includes sled use protocols, emergency shelters, groundDownloaded from membervalidator2.imsglobal.org on
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air signaling, helicopter rescue etc. A comprehensive Technical Appendix
includes Bibliography, History, Multiple Equipment Lists, Internet
directory and the first AT calorie estimator to be presented in any text.
The Subject Index to Periodicals 1916
Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes Washington Martin Volken
2014-01-07 CLICK HERE to download a sample route from Backcountry
Ski & Snowboard Washington Ski and snowboard adventures can be
found year-round when you know where to look — start here! * Only
Mountaineers Books offers guidebooks for backcountry ski routes in
Washington, and this is the newest and best available! *Backcountry
skiing is one of the fastest growing winter sports * Written by the
authors of the bestselling instructional text on the sport, Backcountry
Skiing Washington’s Cascades, Olympics, and Mount Rainier are prime
destinations for backcountry ski and snowboard adventure, and no one is
better qualified to write this guidebook than Martin Volken and his team
at Pro Guiding Service, based in the Cascade foothills. The all-new
guidebook includes 80 routes throughout the state — plus one in British
Columbia! — Ideal for intermediate to expert skiers or snowboarders. It
features routes ranging from accessible day trips suitable for relative
beginners to more challenging multiday traverses. It’s a guide to the very
best routes available to skiers and boarders throughout the state. Each
route includes the following elements: * Starting elevation and high point
* Elevation gain and loss * Route distance * Time required *
Recommended skill and fitness levels * Best season to ski * Maps and
permits info * Driving directions, from nearest major town or junction *
Detailed route description * Backcountry Ski & Snowboard Routes:
Washington also includes an introduction by legendary Northwest skier
Lowell Skoog.
Africa. v.4. Australia; New Zealand; South Pacific Islands. v.5.
South America Ascott Robert Hope Moncrieff 1907
Let's Go Pacific Northwest Adventure 1st Edition Let's Go Inc.
2004-12-13 The brand-new Let's Go: Pacific Northwest Adventure Guide
is your must-have companion to the great outdoors of Washington,
Oregon, and parts of British Columbia and Alberta. With fresh coverage
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of Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, the Puget Sound islands,
and Washington's Methow and Yakima Valleys, Let's Go is the best and
freshest guide to the Pacific Northwest for travelers and natives alike.
Let's Go's forty-five years of practical savvy inform this book's must-have
information on safety, car care, wilderness survival, and nature
conservation. Up-to-date advice on wilderness leadership certification,
organized trips, and extreme sports caters to the most serious
adventurers. Whether your tastes turn to hiking the glaciers of Banff
National Park or exploring the marble canyons of Oregon Caves National
Monument, all you need is adrenaline and Let's Go.
Washington's Highest Mountains Peggy Goldman 2004-03-30 A
remarkable compendium of the most doable climbing routes up the
highest peaks in Washington. Author Peggy Goldman has written this
book for climbers of all abilities, but especially those "average
mountaineers" wishing to increase their skills and expand their horizons
in the Washington Cascades' challenging terrain. 35 trips are described,
covering 61 distinct peaks, encompassing alpine and glacier climbs
ranging from class 3 to class 5.
Washington Ice Jason D. Martin 2003 From established ice areas such as
Alpental andLeavenworth to routes being developed (or
rediscovered)around Coulee City and Wenatchee, the word is finallyout:
There are ample opportunities for quality iceclimbing in Washington
state! Arctic Grail, The Drip,and Hanging Curtain are just a few of the
hottest iceroutes that await you. ......
Ecology & Wonder in the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks World
Heritage Site Robert W. Sandford 2010 Ecology and Wonder celebrates
Western Canada's breathtaking landscape. The book makes several
remarkable claims. The greatest cultural achievement in the mountain
region of western Canada may be what has been preserved, not what has
been developed. Protecting the spine of the Rocky Mountains will
preserve crucial ecological functions. Because the process of ecosystem
diminshment and species loss has been slowed, an ecological thermostat
has been kept alive. This may well be an important defence against
future impacts of climate change in the Canadian West.
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Fodor's Vancouver & Victoria Fodor's 2010 Full-color guide • Make your
trip to Vancouver & Victoria unforgettable Customize your trip with
simple planning tools • Top experiences & attractions • Best Bets for
restauants and hotels • Easy-to-read color neighborhood and regional
maps Explore Vancouver, Victoria, Whistlery and beyond • Discerning
Fodor’s Choice picks for hotels, restaurants, sights, and more • “Word of
Mouth” tips from fellow Fodor’s travelers • Best outdoor activities,
museums, shopping, and whale-watching opportunities Opinions from
destination experts • Fodor’s Vancouver- and Victoria-based writers
reveal their favorite local haunts • Frequently updated to provide the
latest information
Rainy Pass to Fraser River Fred Beckey 2008-06-01 The godfather of
North Cascades climbing updates the third of his seminal guides to this
wild range. Included are 10 new topos, updated maps, over 100
photographs (75 with route overlays), route information and driving
directions.Hikers, scramblers, serious climbers and Northwest rescue
organizations, alike, have relied on Fred Beckey's Cascade Alpine Guides
for decades to lead them through this wild mountain range. In addition to
their comprehensiveness, the books provide a rare combination of aerial
photos with route overlays, three-dimensional illustrated maps and
climbing topos.The section of the North Cascades covered in this volume
is roughly a pie-shaped area bounded by Hwy 97 and the Columbia River
to the east, Lake Chelan to the west, and Hwy 20 to the north. Except for
glaciers and some year-round snow fields, it's mostly dry, lonesome, open
country, with beautiful granite spires jutting to the sky.
Mountaineering Beyond the Alps Douglas W. Freshfield 2010-08
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900's
and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are
republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern
editions, using the original text and artwork.
The Canadian Pacific Railway Frederick Arthur Ambrose Talbot 1915
Principally descriptive of the country traversed by the Canadian Pacific
Railway.
The Pacific 1908
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2002 American Alpine Journal
Adventure Guide to the Pacific Northwest Don Young 1999 This
region offers many opportunities for the adventurous traveller, and this
book aims to list the best of them. It is part of a series focusing on
outdoor activities such as hiking, biking, rock climbing, horseback riding,
downhill skiing, parasailing, backpacking, waterskiing and scuba diving.
Columbia River to Stevens Pass Fred Beckey 2000-08-01 Comprehensive
climbing approach, route guides to Washington's Cascades.
Written in the Snows Lowell Skoog 2021-10-01 Century of Northwest
wilderness skiing stories by noted expert 150 black-and-white and color
photographs Celebrates the friluftsliv, or open-air living spirit, of
backcountry skiing In Written in the Snows, renowned local skiing
historian Lowell Skoog presents a definitive and visually rich history of
the past century of Northwest ski culture, from stirring and colorful
stories of wilderness exploration to the evolution of gear and technique.
He traces the development of skiing in Washington from the late 1800s
to the present, covering the beginnings of ski resorts and competitions,
the importance of wild places in the Olympic and Cascade mountains
(including Oregon's Mount Hood), and the friluftsliv, or open-air living
spirit, of backcountry skiing. Skoog addresses how skiing has been
shaped by larger social trends, including immigration, the Great
Depression, war, economic growth, conservation, and the media. In turn,
Northwest skiers have affected their region in ways that transcend the
sport, producing local legends like Milnor Roberts, Olga Bolstad, Hans
Otto Giese, Bill Maxwell, and more. While weaving his own impressions
and experiences into the larger history, Skoog shows that skiing is far
more than mere sport or recreation.
Fifty Classic Climbs of North America Steve Roper 1996-04 Detailed
narratives profile fifty challenging climbs in premier mountaineering
areas, describing the physical features and surroundings of the Alaskan
ranges, the Rockies, the Bugaboos, the Washington Cascade, and the
Sierra Nevada
Pacific Northwest Adventure Guide Don Young 2009-10-24 A fantastic
guide to the best outdoor fun in the Pacific Northwest, covering Oregon,
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Washington, Victoria and Vancouver in British Columbia and far northern
California. This ever-popular region offers unlimited opportunities for the
active traveler, and this book shows you where, when and how to find
them. Kayaking, hiking, cycling, trekking, horseback riding, boating and
more to fill your days with adventure. Sightseeing, museums, galleries,
theaters and picnicking will take care of your "down time." Maps, photos.
"Most people are aware that the Space Needle is in Seattle and that the
Columbia River Gorge is a must-see on any trip to the Northwest. But
where should you turn for information about watching the killer whales
(orcas) among Washington's gorgeous San Juan Islands? Fishing along
the rugged Oregon coast? Hiking in country said to be frequented by
Bigfoot himself? Parasailing over Puget Sound? Engaging some llamas to
carry your gear on a camping trip to the high country? And much, much
more. "Adventure Guide to the Pacific Northwest" will take you where
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you want to go." -- Reader. "Adventure Guide to the Pacific Northwest by
Don & Marjorie Young is a Hunter Travel Guide which I can also highly
recommend. We love traveling in the Pacific Northwest but there is so
very much to see I couldn't imagine how they could get it all into one
book, but they have done a very good job of it! The organization of the
book makes it easy to find just what you want in each area from
restaurants and places to stay in all price ranges, tours, camping,
information sources, maps, etc. I especially like the sections called
Adventures which have separate categories for on foot, horseback,
wheels, water, and snow. This is a guide worth having and nominally
priced." -- Bonnie Neely
Selected Climbs in the Cascades Vol 1, 2nd Ed. 2003 This popular
climbing guidebook for the Cascades includes 100 routes, displayed in
overlays on photographs.
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